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1. Complete the following sentences using appropriate verb forms.  4m 

a. The newspaper boy usually ———-1———— (bring) the papers in the morning before 7 

am. He ————-2—————- (distribute) newspapers since 2010. Yesterday, he ——

———-3——– (come) late. When asked, he said that the bundles ———–4———— 

(arrive) late. 

 

   

b. Mathews has no house of his own and he ———1———– (want) to build one. Last 

month he ———2———— (buy) a piece of land. The construction of his new house ——

—3————– (not start) yet. He ————4———– (begin) work next month. 

4m 

   

2. Complete the following sentences using an appropriate verb form.  10m 

 1. I usually …………….. tea in the morning, but today I drank coffee. 

 a) drinks b) drink c) drank d) was drinking  

 

2. Ram is one of the players who ………………. selected for the Test match.  

a) has been b) have been c) is d) was  

 

3. Each of the candidates ……………….. interviewed by the manager. 

 a) are b) were c) has been d) have been 

 

4. We would rather ………………. than surrender.  

a) be dying b) die c) died d) will die 

 

 5. Not …………….. in time, he did not get the job.  

a) being applied b) applying c) having applied d) applied  

 

6. ……………….. by the storm, we took shelter under a bridge.  

a) driving b) drove c) driven d) none of these  

 

7. We ……………… in this city for ten years.  

a) lived b) have lived c) had lived d) were living  

 

8. Did you ……………….. him?  

a) recognized b) recognize c) were recognizing d) had recognized  
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9. No one ………………… what happened to her.  

a) know b) knew c) had known d) be knowing  

 

10. Does he ………………… what he is doing? 

 a) understands b) understand c) understood d) have understood 

  

 

 

 

3. There is an error in the form of verb in each of the following lines. Find the error. Write 

the incorrect word and the correction in your answer sheet as given below. Remember to 

underline the word that you have supplied. 

4m 

  e.g. Error Correction 

I first saw the leopard when I am crossing  am was 

the small stream. As I cross the stream and (a)   

begun climbing the hill, the grunting and  (b)   

chattering increases, as though the (c)   

langurs was trying to warn me of some (d)   

hidden danger. The tiger was not look towards (e)   

me, but it must nave sense my presence. It  (f)   

slowly turned its head and look down at me. (g)   

I have disturbed the animal in its quest for  (h)   

food and I felt sorry.    
 

 

   

4. Correct the following sentences using proper tense forms. 3m 

1. I am liking it very much. 

 

 

 

2. Mohit is seeing the bus coming. 

 

 

 

3. I already sent a telegram to Manish, before I received your phone call. 
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Key :WORKSHET 5- GRAMMAR--TENSES 

1.a. The newspaper boy usually brings the papers in the morning before 7 am. He has 

been distributing newspapers since 2010. Yesterday he came late. When asked he said 

that the bundles arrived / had arrived late. 

 

1.b. Mathews has no house of his own and he wants to build one. Last month he bought a 

piece of land. The construction of his new house has not started yet. He will begin work 

next month. 

 

2.1. I usually drink tea in the morning, but today I drank coffee. 2. Ram is one of the 

players who have been selected for the Test match. 3. Each of the candidates was 

interviewed by the manager. 4. We would rather die than surrender. 5. Not having applied 

in time, he did not get the job. 6. Driven by the storm, we took shelter under a bridge. 7.  

We have lived in this city for ten years. 8. Did you recognize him? 9. No one knew what 

happened to her. 10. Does he understand what he is doing? 

 

3.  

 Error Correction 

(a) cross crossed 

(b) begun began 

(c) increases increased 

(d) was were 

(e) look looking 

(f) sense sensed 

(g) look looked 

(h) have had 
 

 

4. 1. I like it very much. 

     2. Mohit sees the bus coming. 

     3. I had already sent a telegram to Manish, before I received your phone call. 


